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Why Social Distancing Radar?

As the COVID-19 pandemic has unleashed chaos across the globe, “with new requirements for 

social distancing there is an interest and need to deploy intelligent monitoring system which can 

understand and monitor user movement as it relates to user traffic flow and crowd density 

management. While cameras are good at recording what’s happening, SDR will provide data points 

such as presence information, the number of people in each area, where people are located within 

the field-of-view, as well as the distance between them. This data can be aggregated and analyzed 

to gain insights on crowd density and user traffic flow.” 

Social Distancing Radar can determine which floor/rooms are overcrowded—in addition to 

creating a better user experience, this also lets admin and security team know when the floor/

room is safe to enter.  SDR integrates with the in-house security / surveillance system, “once 

deployed users movement will be monitored from the live feed of CCTV footage for real-

time insights and a cloud analytics interface for data review and analysis.” The biggest benefits for 

organizations are “CCTV footage can help by sharing live streaming of building functions like 

surveillance and security, crowd and people movement. SDR can monitor feed, which is 

coming from floors, meeting rooms, open areas, even from restrooms as well to monitor usage 

for the maintenance purposes.”

The overall experience gets improved through automation and increased safety, “Radar system 

facilitates social distancing through machine learning capabilities as can send the notification to the 

admin/security team in case of any social distancing violation by providing extraordinary safety 

protections to employees.”



Prerequisites: 

The prerequisites to deploy SDR within the premises, we recommend, IP cameras, RTSP URLs, trained 
data-set and robust infrastructure. These are the essential requirements to automate the monitoring/
surveillance process. Surveillance is done based on feed and completely data-driven.

Nowadays majority of the organizations have spread-out IP CC TV cameras. These are managed or 
maintained as the building management/surveillance system.   

With ever changing technology stack available for the organizations to enhance their 
surveillance process and tools, they need to constantly evaluate their surveillance processes 
and platforms. The organizations need to identify the efficacy of the existing infrastructure and 
their contribution to value realization. This would lay the foundation for carrying out enhancements 
or re-engineering initiatives.

Before deploying SDR, it thus becomes imperative to: 

• Establish an AS IS baseline surveillance process across building floors and meeting rooms to plug 
most of the gaps and arrive at an optimal performance level.

• Check the resilience of existing platforms against internal and external shocks to be prepared for 
the future.

Add-on features:

Person identification 

Face mask detection

Both the features are configurable and can be 
utilized based on the need. The only pre-requisite 
for the above-mentioned features is dataset and 
additional hardware.

FIG. 1: Architecture SDR



How to plug the social distancing radar with in-house security
& surveillance system:
Based on our research and above-mentioned business scenarios, Social Distancing Radar was 
developed to be used as a platform to integrate with the existing in-house security / surveillance 
system and maintain user data privacy.

SDR platform continuously monitors user movements, interactions across floors, integrate the live 
feed with Artificial Intelligence and machine learning capabilities, Reports/dashboards. Radar allows 
a holistic and comprehensive view; for floors within the premises. It helps in securing employees 
from getting infected and if any type of violation happens it send a notification to the respective 
admin/security teams with screenshot,  violation type (individual/group) details. 

SDR FLOW

Benefits:

About Us:
JK Technosoft Ltd. (JKT) is a global IT solutions company that drives its ethics and values from its 
parent organization- JK Organization. Our focussed approach is to build a secure and scalable 
delivery infrastructure and provide solutions in Intelligent Automation, Customer Experience, e-
Commerce, ERP Application Management & Transformation catering the industry verticals including 
Manufacturing, Retail, Health Care and Insurance. We have a large base of trusted customers and 
pride ourselves in becoming a long-term strategic partner by persistently raising our bar and 
investing in the success & delight of our customers.

1. SDR helps entities/businesses run their office/warehouse/manufacturing unit during this
COVID time with minimum risk, thus benefiting the overall working style and cost. A key
benefit in engaging with JK Technosoft would be low-risk and swift delivery of the product and
continuous expansion as well as support.

2. SDR will primarily focus on detecting the violation so that the safety of employee/workers are
ensured and chances of transmission of the virus are minimized. This could be the best possible
protective measure in this pandemic for organizations. It can be easily plugged with any existing
building management/ security surveillance system without any additional cost.

3. SDR can be deployed in both cloud and on prim infrastructure and is completely configurable so
if needed social distancing norms can be altered according to business and safety needs.

Integration Apply
Intelligence

Monitor, Detect
& Capture 

Sent Alert

Detect the type of social 
distancing violation, 
capture details:

• Location information
• Date and Time
• Type of violation
• Person details

(optional)
• Mask detection

(optional), etc.

• Update dashboard.
• Sent alert with captured

details to Admin/
security team.

• Then from the
dashboard itself, the
admin team can send
alert to individual.

• Integration of SDR
with existing in-
house security/
surveillance system
for live IP camera
feed.

• Pass data to artificial
intelligence engine
over RTSP protocol.

• Analyze feed and
each frame
available in the live
feed.

• Apply AI logic to
each frame and
convert it back to
Video stream.

Let’s explore how SDR bridges safely cross the chaotic oceans of users.
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